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Algebraic Conditions on Rings with Involution 
ANTONINO GIAMBRUNOv+ 
Herstein, Procesi, and Schacher have recently shown [ 13, Corollary- 3.71, that 
if R is a division ring with center % satisfying (xy-~ ys)“‘(.“.“) E Z:, n(.v, ~1) a
positive integer depending on s and y, then dim,R < 4. 
Here we generalize this result torings with involution. If .T, ..., x,, are elements 
of a ring R, we use the notation [.q ,..., sII] for [[sr ,.x,,], s:r] ... 1,s,)] where 
[x, y] .vy -~- ye. In Theorem 5 we shoM- that if R is a primitive ring with 
involution -isatisfying 
where sr ,..., s,, arc symmetric elements and m(s, ..., s,,) is a positive intcgei- 
depending on si ,..., s,? ,then R is a simple algebra of dimension at most 16 over 
its center. 
‘This result belongs to the t)pe of work that has been done recentlv on rings 
with involution by Chacron, Herstein, Montgomery, and others [4-6, 10, 12, 
19, 201, pertaining tothe determination of the structure ofa ring b!- imposing 
algebraic conditions on the symmetric elements of the ring. 
In Section 2 we prove that if a division ring satisfies theperiodicit!- condition 
on s!-mmetric elements 
then R is at most 4-dimensional over its center; in Section 3, we prove our final 
result incase of a division ring; in Section 4, we bring an example of a 1 Gdimen- 
sional division ring whose symmetric elements atisf! the central polynomial 
identity [s, ..., s,,]“; in Section 5, we prove a skew analog of Theorem 5 in case 
of a division ring; in Section 6 we reach our final goal and we prow a result of 
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independent interest, namely, if R is a primitive ring such that [tl ,..., t ,] is 
nilpotent, where t, ,..., t are traces, then R is at most 4-dimensional over its 
center. 
Throughout this paper, R will denote a ring with involution ‘; .Y = 
(xER/.r* = .tj, and K is E R szK -x) will always denote the sets of 
symmetric and skew elements of R, respectively. Recall that an involution on R 
is said to be of the first kind if LOT : iy for every ain the center of R; otherwise * 
is said to be of the second kind. 
\Ce shall use the notation Z for the center of R and %- for Z n S. If _1- is a 
subset of R, then C,(S) will be the centralizer of .Y in R; that is, C,,(.Y) -:
(r E R 1 rx == SY, all s E Sj. 
Here we give the proof of a lemma that is essential for what follows. 
[s, ,..., s,,] = 0, 
w 2ere I II ..: 1 is a jisen integer, then dim,R -<, 4 and the set of norm 8 =- 
{xx” s E R) and the set of traces T = = (x -+ .v* s E Rj are in Z. Moreooer, tj’ 
* is of the second kind, R is afield. 
Proof. If char R = 2 and s1 , L s are svmmetric elements, then for sufficiently _ 
large 711, 
2m 
v2 
2m ] s, .S[ [Sl ,,d == 0. 
2’” factors 
B!- [6, l’heorcm 21, dim,R < 4 and ;\- _C %. But for s E R, (1 ~- .x)( I Y- .u+) E%, 
that is, 1-(- s pi- xx 1 .TX~ tZ. Since 1 ‘- .XT* EZ, it follows that s -of s* F- %; 
hence 1’ C Z. 
In case char R -.I~ 2,let sL ,..., s,,-~ E ,Y. Since [s* ,..., .T+,] E C,(S), we have 
ls,,-Jsl ,..., s ,-)] [sl ,..., s,,-l] s,_1 J- s,,_l[.s) , .., .s,,-J 
[S) ,..., .sQ E C,(S), 
and since char R = 2, .s,,+~[s~ ,.,., .Y+J E C,(S). If [sl ,..., s,,+,] - 0, the above 
implies s,,_~ E c‘,(S) and, since s,,_~ isarbitrary inS, S is commutative and the 
result follows a before. Otherwise, [sl ,..., s,,+,] = (1. B. 1induction n, it follows 
that A’; is commutative and we are done. 
‘1’0 prove the second part of the lemma, assu~ne that ”is of the second kind and 
let I :- fix t27. If Y E R, then I’ can be written as I’ ( YY” cy*Y)@ ,Y*)--l 4 
1, I ( I”)(<1 ck”) -I and ( ,I’^ k<Y)(k ,*) l, (r /.*)(I x*)-l are sym- 
metric elcmcnts. Thus if ’ is of the second kind, R ,S i.Y. I,et rl 5 \.s’ 
bc an element of IZ and let Si ,_.., .v,, ’ .S. \Yc, II,LI.Y: 
[.\.I , .‘:! ,..., S! ] [s, .s2 ,..., > ,] \[L, 5.’ _,, ( s,,] 0;
and repeating this process one variable ata time, IVC obtain that R satisfies the
polynomial identity [x, ,..., ,v,!]. Hence I>!- Kaplansky’s theorem [8, Theorem 
6.3. I], dim,R fj/Z -.: TJ. I,et F be a masimal subfield ofR; since F,,, _y R &I; 
still satisfies thepolynomial identity [MY I,..., x,/l, itis enough to show that m I 
‘1’0 do so, let P,, be the standard matris units; since [e,, eLI ,eIl ,..., PJ 
3 e,z / 0, it folio\\-s that111 1, so R is a field. 
‘l’hroughout this section, R denotes a di\-ision ri g \vith in\-olution which 
satisfies 
Cosr,ITIoN I. [St ,...) s,,]fl”“1-.~“~’ [sI .. . . . .s,(] for all ,sI ,_.., 5,, t S where 
11 :, 1 is a fixed integer and 111 m(sl ,..., s,,) L I is an integer depending on 
5.1 . , s,, .
Condition 1 is a special case of the problem we want to study and, as WC shall 
see in Section 3, it is essential for our approach to the general problem. 
\Ye begin our study with the following lemma that characterizes th  intcrscction 
of centralizers of svmmetric elements. 
1,mnl.i 2. If dim,K 4, fhl for all .st ,...( s,, ‘: s Sdf that [s, .._) s,,] 0, 
H CK(sl) n C’,,(L) n ... n C,(S,,) 
is a field algebraic oz’er the prime j-eld I’. Iw pnrticxlar, % is rt[yebraic over P nr~tl 
char P i 0. 
Proof. B is a aubdivision ring of R stable under the inrolution. I,et sF B 
1~~ a svmmetric element. Then 
[.s.s, , SC ). ( s,,] .\ [s, , 5, ]
and .ssI E S. Take ~1, I’ -. I integers such that 
[,Sl ,...( s,,]lr’ [s, ..., s,] and [ss, , .sz (..., .Sj(]’ [ss, ( S? . . . . . s,,] 
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13~. setting y : (~1 -~ I)(/. --1) --~ 1, we obtain [si ,. , s,,]” [si ,.., So,] and 
S”[SL )...) s ,(I,’ : s[sl ,..., s,,]. Hence s[sr ,..., sn] :; s’$sl ,..,, s,,]. ConsequentI! , 
J. ‘1 s. I3y [ 10, ‘l’heorem I], B is a field algebraic o\-er the prime field I’. 
AIoreover. since dinr,R ;> 4, by Lemma I, we can find symmetric elements 
.i , .,..( .s,, I:.Y such that [si ,..., s],] -’ 0. l’herefore, thehypotheses of the Icmma 
tir-e satisfied an % 5 H is algebraic o\-er I’. In particular, char I’ ;’ 0. 
\\.e rem;rrlc that, in case + is of the second kind, the method used in the proof 
of I,cmma 1 ma\ be used to show that C’ondition I is cqui\alcnt to
~‘o~l)rrroY II. [n, l.__, tr ,]“~‘“i,.-.,“,, [q ,..., a, ], u1)..., n,:I s or h-. 
~lorco\~~~r-. if ii satisfies C’ondition 11and, in the hypothesis of Lemma 2. 
.I ,, , 5,. :: .S or K, then the conclusion fthe lemma will still hold. 
‘I’he nt,xt lemma is an analog of [ 10, Jxnrma 21. 
/‘rw$. Sul~lxw the lemma is false; then we ma\. assume that s p % but 
s’ c %.- Supposc~ first that, for all S, ,..., s,, ~, t: ,Y, [si ,..., .i,, -I s] E %. ‘I-hen, if
tl [s, ._,, s,, ]], 14~‘ ha\-e 2s[u, s] : [a, s]s -~ ~[a, s] [a, s2] 0 since 3 E %. 
Since char N 2. it follows that [CZ, s]: 0; hence [s, .._, .s,,_ i  S] -: 0 for all 
5, , , .x ,, , -: .S. Ixt 11 be minimal such that [sl ,..., s,,~~, , S]= 0 for all s, I: S. If 
I/ 2 and h [s, ..., s,, ?I, then [h, s. s] m: 0. Hence, since 9 F % and so 
[il. s’] 0, ?[/I. ‘]S 0. It follons that [h, s] -~~ 0; thus [s, ,.., s,,_? , s] 0 for 
all 5, 1 ___( s,, -” 5 Y. I But this contradicts theminimality ofn. Thus II := 2 and s E %. 
‘I’hus wcma\. assume that here xists n 
such th,lt [o, .i] t; %. I3y Ii!-pothesis [a, ~1’s’ 
[sl ,..., s , J for some x1 ,..., 5,,-i c S^ 
[a, 51 for some v/ S-0 I. On the 
other hand. since .G E %, Ixmma 2 implies that s is periodic. I,ct R,, be the 
cl1\-1s10n r-i <’ c yencrated b\. s and [o, s] o\-er 1’. Since .s[n, 51 = [0, SIC, R,, is 
tinitc. l<! the \\~cdderburn theorem on finite division rings, R,, is a field. J-fence 
.$[(7, .xJ [N. $1~. ‘l’his relation togcthcr \\ith s[n, s] [u. s]s implies 2s[n, 51 = 0. 
Since char I( 2. we have NS SN 
T,cnrma 3 twyther with the argument given in [IO, ‘l’heorcm I], gi\-es u the 
follo\vin: \t’rx useful emma. 
\\-c arc non- ready to prove the main theorem of this ection. 
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Proof. 4ssume first that dim,R < 4. If for some s1 ,..., s,, E S, [x1 ,..., s,?] 7 0, 
then by Lemma 2 or its proof, 2 is algebraic over the prime field P. Thus, b!- 
[8, Theorem 3.1.21 R is a field and clearly T, N C Z(R) = R. If for all s1 ,..., s, ES, 
[Q ,..., s ,] = 0, then by Lemma 1, all norms and traces are central. Therefore, 
it is enough to show that dim,R < 4. 
If we show that dim,R < TC), then the conclusion fthe theorem \vill foIlox. 
In fact, if dim,R : 4 but dim,R < 33, then, by Lemma 2, % is algebraic over 
P. Since R is algebraic over Z, R is algebraic over P, and, so, b!- Jacobson’s 
theorem [8, Theorem 3.1.21, R is a field. Therefore, itis enough to show that 
dim,!? K x. Assume that dm~,R ,m 
Let us first examine the case when II in C.‘ondition 1 is odd. IA c [A., ,..., s,,] 
for some si c 5’. By Lemma 1, we may assume that cC$ Z. AIoreo\,cr, by hype- 
thesis, c is periodic. Hence c is algebraic over I’ and WC can find an integer 
111 -1 1 such that c”” C. ,4 special case of the Noether --Skolem theorem 
[8, Theorem 4.3.11 implies the existence ofs c N with x-s ~I C’ : C. 
=Ipplying A to this relation we obtain .I ’.*c.Y* ct. Hcncc .x”.\ -mC’K(~) and 
ssx t C,(F). Aloreo\-er, C,(C) C,(P). (If ‘. tie we USC the fact hat c and c 
generate the same qclic group.) 
Since c is algebraic over Z, by the double centralizer theorem [8, Vl’hcorcm 
4.3.21, C (c) has center Z(c); moreover, if dim,(,.jC,(C) <. x, ever!’ maximal 
subfield ofC,(c) is a maximal subfield ofR. This implies that dirn,R . ^JL’. 
Thus we may assume that dimz(,.)C’,(c) x:. 
Our next step will be to show that s can be chosen in such ;t \\-a! that the 
h!-kx)thesis of Lemma 4 is satisfied, i.c.. Y+S is periodic. 
If x?.t.  Z(C), then since Z(C) is algebraic over %, x*,x is periodic b\- Ixmma 2. 
Therefore we may assume that x*x F’ Z(C). If 
for all sE S n c’,(c), then for /, char R and VI large nough we ha!-c 
Thus (sxs)“” E Z(C) and s*s is periodic. Hence there xists s c S n C’,(C) sue h 
that [s, x*x ,..., x*x] -: 0. I,et 
[ .Y.S.Y . , ~.t.~], it follows byinduction that 
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Since .YS.X ’ , xs” E S, f” -= f for some Y :,- 1. Let 111 :’ 1 be the least integer 
such that ffrf = f. C ‘onsider the two cases: m even and m odd. 
If 172 is even, let ,u r-m fn”a. Then /L :L tL* and pg m-m f. \Te have 
1 .z p-lfp-1 =- p-l.f[S, x*x)..., .Ps]x*/L-1. (‘1 
If we set y =- p*-‘s, then y” =: .Y‘I‘~ -r and y satisfies ycy-’ = 8. It follows from 
(1) that (yxy)--i : [s, X*X ,..., X*X]. Hencey*y is periodic and we are done. 
If nz is odd, then, in particular, char R 7~ 2. In fact, if char R =-= 2, f zt = f 
for some 1 and, so, f has odd order. But f”’ :- f implies that f has even order, 
which is a contradiction. Let m -- 1 == 2”r where r is odd and v > 1. 
Using the Sylow decomposition fthe cyclic group generated b!; f, we obtain 
elements .fi ,fL E S such that 
Let tL : = -fir-1),‘2, Clearly p E S and pL2 7~ f? . FVe have 
f, = f ;1f ==~ p-yfp--1 =7 (,Au)[s, xX.x, ..,, .T”x](x’~,L-1). (2)
Since f, E .S and f f” = 1 E Z, a repeated application of Lemma 3 yields that 
fi E Z. If we set y = ~CL-?v, then ycy-r r : c i. Moreover, from (2) it follows that 
F[S, Ps ,..., .Y~s]J’” E Z. Hence (y~*y)i -= a: . [s, .T~X ,..., x*,Y] for some a E Z. 
Sow the pcriodicity of LY and [s,..., x”.Y] implies that yYyr is periodic and we are 
done. 
\Ve ha\-e found an element y E R such that ycy~-’ =_ cl :i c and y *y is periodic. 
Bp Lemma 4, there exists iE A such that tct-l = P =:a: c and tt* r= ret. 
Consider now the two possibilities 
[(t - t*), c,..., c] # 0 an d Kt L t*), c)..., c] = 0. - _-_ -- 
rr-I factcm 71-l factors 
In the first case, let R, be the division ring generated over 2 by c, t, P. Since 
fct-’ - Ci> tt” = t*t and tr E C,(c) for some r, R. is a finite-dimensional 
division ring stable under *. Let Z,, = Z(R,). Clearly, Z C C,(c) n C,(t) n
C,(t*) L C,(c) n C,(t -{- t”). Thus since 
K’ + t*), c, c ,..., c] :I’- 0,-a 
,,--I factors 
by Lemma 2, Z, is algebraic over P. It follows that R, is a field. Hence tc == cf, 
a contradiction. 
We may assume therefore that 
[(t -t t”), c ...) c] = 0. 
71-l factors 
rf lt, c,. . ,fj = -~~ [f ,‘, l’..  , r] 
.- - -- 
,I ~I rnct0r.s ,,--I fw1ors 
is z!.mmetric. ;\Iorcc)\ cr, [I, C] 0 and [t, .I,, C’[f, r] ; (‘[f, L] reds it, f],. 
c[f, c] and so, [f, c, c] i 0. Since c/f PC/ ~.- Cd, it follo\vs h!- induction that 
ti .; 0. This implies that the di\-ision ri g R, generated h\- C’ and tl over % is 
finite dimensional o\cr its center Z,, .1Ioreover, Z , i CRid) n (‘,Jc). B! the 
same argument as before, .f [d, c,._., ,]. c 1s nonzero and satisfies j> flf. ‘I’hus 
Z. is algebraic over I’. As before K,, is a field and so d( cd. ‘T’hcrcfore WC hays 
proven that , in cast’ II is odd, tiim,N .’ 4. 
\\‘hen 12 is even take .tL ,..,, s,, such that 0 [s, .._., .sii] 0. siincc 0 c A-. 
C*,l(a) has an involution of the second kind. BL the remark pwcding I.cninna .3. 
CR(n) satisfies C‘ondition 11. In particular. C’R(u) satisfies thecondition 
[.s, . . . .s,, I’,’ [S] ... . . 5, ,I, II ) I odd. 
In this ection H lvill hc2 di\ ision ring satisf>,ing 
~‘osI~II.1os III. [.SL )...’ .\,.]““‘I,..-- -1,) c’% for 211 s1 ~_..~ s,, ;.q, \~lwe )i I 
is a fixed integer and 111 rrr(s, ,, ,( A,,) I is an integer depending on s, ,..,. j’. 
\\.c \\-ill show that ciim,l< 16. ‘t‘he proof consists oftwo steps. 1:irst. u t 
prwc that Jim,R ‘ Kl. 
rlpplying 4 result in [13] (nmncly, 1x1~~1~~;~ 3. I ),UC arc able to find ‘1 bound to 
the exponent in Condition 111. In the second stage of the proof \LV roach OUI 
result either by using a\Vandermonde ~tcrtninant rgument or 1~1. sl’iitting I? ;II~C! 
looking at I. : I’ mntriccs over a field F.
\Tc use the result in the perioclic cast o produce purely insq~xrablc ~lcment~. 
In fact. WC’ hare the following. 
I,I-KIWI 5. ~-l.s.surne dim,U ; 4 and Ict [s 1,..., s,!] be a tlonxro element for 
s, t ,S. Set -4 L_ C,(Q) n ... n C,(s),). Then f or all sE S, =z S n -61, s is purel? 
insepnrable ov r %. 
l'roc$ Let t E S,,, .Since fs, s,t c as, [ts, ) s, ,...) s,Jnz 6 % for some 772 : I. 
Since [sl ,..., s,,lr E Z for some Y + L 1, and t commutes with all the s; , it follows 
that riTF F %. Let CD be the center of -4. Since tnLr E Z C Qi, by [4, Theorem 31. 
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dim,-4 5; 4 and all norms and tracts of d are in @. LIoreoyer, incase char R :z 2, 
,S‘, c @. 
Let us first examine the case of char R $ 2. Since A’,., C @, if we take s E S,, , 
then Z’(s) 2 Z-- are fields and for all s E Z’(s), x”(~) E Z!. If s $Z-. by [8, 
Lemma 3.2.11, either Z-,(.) : ‘Ig I 7 is2 cxaic over a finite field 1’ or Z,(s) is pur~i>- 
inseparable o\er Z-, .
If the first case occurs, 2 c‘ 2 (:) j is algebraic over P. Hence Z, being algebraic 
of degree 2ol-er Z* , is algebraic o\.er P.This says that Condition III is equivalent 
to Condition I and, by Theorem 1, dim,R < 4, a contradiction. Therefore Z-*(s) 
is purely inseparable over 2: ; so s is purely inseparable over Z and we are done. 
In case char R rz 2, take s E S, . Then .?, being a norm, lies in @. Applying 
the above argument o the fields Z-‘(.P) Z Z ‘, we reach the same conclusion. 
Rermrk. If x is of the second kind, Condition III is equivalent to
(‘ONI~ITION I\.. [a, ).‘.) U,,]~‘~(~‘~~.JJ~ ) E Z for all a, ,..., a,, E S or K where 
?I ;-- Iis a fixed integer and vz :- ~(n, ,..., Q,,) 1 is an integer dependinS on 
“1 ,...> a,, .
This remark allows LIS to sharpen Lemma 5 to 
Ixtlru.\ 5’. If dim,R ;-- 4and ” is of tfle second kid, theta for all a, ,..., a,, t .Y 
or K such that [q ,..., a,,] 7; 0, -4 -~ C,(n,) n ‘.’ n C’,(a,,) is a field pusel~~ 
imeparable ocer Z. 
Proof. C’learly A-f S, ;\S,, for some a E Z, n : n.. 13~ Lemma 5 or its 
proof, L\1,4 is pureI!- inseparable ol-er Z. If we show that .-I is a field then we will x 
done. 
Since ,y ~.. xx and ,x+*01 1. .vL?~ are traces, they lie in @. Thus .Y(m -f- a”) t @, 
,I- E @, and i3 -= @ is a field. 
LEMMA 6. If dim,R == cc, tlm ec,er~~ synvmhc element algebraic owr % i.r 
purely inseparable ov r Z. Mareoaer, IY x is of the second kind, eaey skezo element 
algebraic oe’er Z is pure& inseparable ov r Z. 
Proof. If s E S and s is algebraic over 2, then, by the double centralizer 
theorem [8, Theorem 4.3.21, C (s) has center Z(s). If for all s1 ,..., s, E C,(s) n S, 
[Sl ,...I s,,] = 0, then by Lemma I, dim,(,<,C,(s) < 4.Thus dim,R < co, a 
contradiction. 
So, let s1 ,..,, s,~ E C,(s) n S with [sl ,..., s,,] f 0. Since sE CR(s,) n ..- A CR(s,), 
by Lemma 5 s is purely inseparable over %. If * is of the second kind, the same 
proof will hold using Lemma 5’. 
i\n old argument o prove the existence ofseparable elements in division rings 
is used in the proof of the following lemma. 
Proof. LV\:e will 1)rove the lemma for the symmetric elements; the same proof 
applies to the skew ones. 
Let s E S be algebraic over %. By Lemma 6, s is purely inseparable over %. 
Suppose that s$ Z. Let u ~7 0 be a power of s such that u)’ F2, u 9 Z, and let 
f E S be such that [u, f] : 0. Then 
[t, u ...) u] 0. 
D factors 
‘I’here c?cista z such that r’ [z, u] ,’ 0 and Zf’Zl - ‘i’u. Ifill 2x ‘7 then 111 -> 
satisfies 14 mu ~-~ Otis. IYe claim that 711 can he chosen to be a skew element k. 
In fact, if char J? y -?, u 2~” WI” .. m*u and k (m m*);2 g K 
satisfies u ku ~- ulr. 
If char K 2, let A ; zA E Z. Then applying +, to M XII(U Zlcwf, \\‘c’ 
obtain N*U tKk~nfx X*VZ’.U. Adding these two relations, we get (,I -’ -‘*)I( 
(m j a%z~)u +m x*m*). Then ii (~111 **llf*)(~ (Y’) ml satisfies 
II : ku uk. 
Commuting u with I2 p-times, we obtain u ku - uk I<% -- Uhf ( and so 
u(k)’ -~- k) : (k” k)rl. Hence, k. II E CR(P -- Iz) and ku ~; uk. Since * is of the 
second kind, if C,(k” k) n S satisfies [ t ,..., .s,,] 0, by Lemma 1. 
C’,Jk” Iz) is a field and this contradicts ku =C uk. 
Thus let s , ,..., s,, F c/p - k) n S be such that [s, ..., s,,] : 0. Since 
1~1’ ~~~ kE C’,(S,) n ‘.’ n CR(s,r), by Lemma 5’, (/c” /<)I”” in E% for SOIIIC 
111 I. If we set ( p”‘, then c # % and c satisfies thepolynomial .Y” A I 
over Z. Therefore c is separable over %. But since cis purel\ inseparable over % 
by Lemma 6, vve ha\-e that cC: Z, which contradicts  c %. 
~l;c are finally ina position toprove that R is finite dimensional ov-er %. 
Proof. Suppose that the lemma is false. Then we may assume that 
dim,R := cx3. 
If * is of the second kind, for all s1 ,..., s,, t S, [sr ,..., s,,] is algebraic over %. 
Hence by Lemma 7, [sl ,..., .T~~] E Z. Thus dim,R K CO. 
If * is of the first kind, assume that char R :i= 2 and consider the two cases 
when n is even and II is odd. 
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If ?z is even, let a = [sl ,..., s ,] g!2 for some s1 ,..., s,, ES. Then n : --a* is a 
skew element; hence C,(a) has an involution fthe second kind. By the first 
part of the proof, dim,(,)C,(a) < co. Thus dim,R < co and we are done. 
If n is odd, let a = [sl ,..., s ,] 6 2 for some s1 ,..., s, E S. Then u =’ a” is a 
symmetric element. By Lemma 6, a is purely inseparable over Z. As in the proof 
of Lemma 7, if u is a power of u such that u’-’ E 2 but u # 2, then we can find 
a skew element ksuch that u == KU - z&and so u, R E C,(k” -- k). If C,(kp .- FE) 
satisfies thesymmetric polynomial identity [sl ,..., sJ, then by Lemma 1, all 
norms and traces of C’,(k” - k) are in Z(C,(k” - k)). In particular, since 
zi Ru - uk is a trace in C,(Rr’ - h), it follows that u E Z(C,(k” -- k)). Thus 
zrli ku and this is a contradiction. 
Therefore, we may choose symmetric elements 1 ,..., s,, in CR(k” - k) such 
that [sl ,..., s,J + 0. By Lemma 5, (Iz?’ - K)QJ’ E 2 for some Y ; _ I. Thus KJ) - k 
is algebraic over Z. Since C,(k ” - K) has an involution fthe second kind, 
dimZ~AuP,.~C’R(R~’ - k) < co, and so dim,R < co. 
\Vc are left hen with the case of * of the first kind and char R =. 2. \Ve 
remark that in case char R =- 2, since [S, S,..., S](7 S, there xists a fixed integer 
31 depending on n such that for all N 3: lVi, 
satisfies 
If for all c, n E R of the form [sl ,..., s,!], si E S, we have czMd = &““‘, then S 
satisfies the polynomial identity [[x1 ,..., x,JzM, [s,,.,~ ,..., x2,J] and by [I], 
dim,R -X x. Therefore we may assume that for some c, d of this form, 
I.?“‘c/ f &2”. By Lemma 6, c3 M and d are purely inseparable over 2. Let ?n 
and I’ be the least integers such that 3”.27 commutes with d and ti*“’ commutes 
with ~2h”?r~1, Letu =~ C2”G’-1 an,j b = d”“’ l. Then a?b = ha?, ub” := b%z, and 
nb ha 2 0. Since n, b commute with ub +- ha, then f = (ab ;- bu)-‘b is a 
symmetric element and at + fu = 1. 
(‘onsider the elementf = (tutat)a + u(tutut). Since a -: F”- ‘, then 
and b!- the remark above, f” E Z. nloreover 
f ~- (ta)” -, (at)” = (ta)” f- (ta A- 1)3 7 (tu)” -.~ (ta) I. 
If .f = 0, then (ta)” + (ta) -’ I ==- 0 and if we set 2, = ta, then r satisfies 
A r. ‘ L - 1 =Oandc-t-c* = 1. 
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If f -/ 0, then j is purely inseparable over Z. Let fzi t Z. \Ye obtain 
(fayT1 + (M)~’ E2. Thus if we set ZJ == (ta)a’, F satisfies va -.~ 22 -{- /3 = 0 for 
someflEZanda +vL =- 1. 
In any case we hare found ZI EIi, z‘ algebraic over Z and v ~. 2”’ 1, ‘I’llis 
implies that C,(v) is stable under * and C,(v) has center Z(Y). l\Ioreover 
zl # vv E Z(v) tells us that C,(v) has an involution fthe second kind. By the 
first part of the proof, dim,(,)C(v) < 00 and, so, dim,R < ~8. 
The finiteness of dim,R allows us to find abound for the exponent in Condi- 
tion III (or IV). 
Let ?z2 = dim,R and let {e, ..., en?) be a basis of K over Z with multiplication 
table given by 
2 
f?fj 1~: sl cii,j,f~. , ti;jk t Z. 
Since rl,..., E$ is still a basis of R owr Z, let 
If P is the prime field of Z, we indicate by1, the field obtained b\- adjoining to1’ 
the elements {uij,,J, {a&j, {/3(j), {,Bz>. clearly L is firmel!- generated over I’. Let 
R, be the subring enerated bye, ,..., e,,? over L. R, is a division ring with ccntcr 
L and, in fact, R N R, @JL Z. Moreover, K, is stable under x and diml~R, --= 
dim,R :: 11%. Thus, since R satisfies Condition III, so does R,, and we ma! 
study R, instead of R. 
Since I, is finitely generated over P, by [ 13, Lemma 3. I], there xists a fixed .lf 
such that Condition III becomes 
CosmTros III’. [si ,..., Q’ E Z, all s, t S, 11 ,-, I, AlII ’ I fixed integers. 
Therefore, from now on, we will assume that R satisfies (‘ondition III’. 
IYe are now ready to pro\e 
I,~AIAIA 9. [f " t's of the second kind, then dim,R :: 4. 
Pror$. I,et s1 , .s2 ,..., s,, s,, .1 E S and X A’ t Z. Since [q , s., ,..,, s ~~~ . 
s,, .- As,, J” E Z, expanding it out explicitly, we obtain 
for some polyromials q,(st ,...l s,(. t)with integer coeficients. If Z is finite, R is a 
finite division ring, so it is a field. ‘Il’e ma)- assume therefore that Z is infinite. 
Since Z is an algebraic extension fdegree two of Z~-, w-e may assume that Z-~ 
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is infinite. Thus by a Vandermonde determinant argument we get that 
q,(sl ,..., s,, .I) c Z for all i “z 0. 
Since for all s E R, .t’ : s,, ~. OIS,, -, for some s,, s,,,i E S and 01 E2, ,k = n”, 
we have 
id since qo(sl ,..., s,,) ..., q ,(sl ,..., s,?) E Z, we have 
[sl ,..., S, ~ 1 ).lyE z. 
Hcpcating this process one variable ata time, we obtain that, for all .q ,..., .x,, E R. 
[x1 ,..., x ,]-I’ E Z. Thus 
is an identit!. forR. Splitting R by tensoring with a maximal subfield F of H. 
we see that 
is an identity for HZ :.: MZ matrices o\-erF, where ma := dim,R. Thus [xi ,..., x,,]J 
is 3 central polynomial for n2 x III matrices over F, and by [21, Proposition 1.2, 
(‘hap. \vlII], [xi ,..., s,,] M is an identity for (nr ~ 1) :: (W -- 1) matrices over I;: 
Hy [21, Thcorcm 1.3, Chap. III], [x1 ,..., s,)] is an identity for (M -- 1) :. (~11 .-~ 1) 
matrices over F. ,%s in the proof of Lemma 1, \ve obtain 711 - 1 1; thus 711 5;: 2. 
\Vc arc now able to prove 
‘I‘2ll:oHt:~l 2. Jf H is a diz~ision rin,f sati.$yitq C’owiitim III, then dim,R ’ 16 
I’wqf. In view of Lemma 9, we only ha\-e to prove the result for >’ of the 
first kind. AIoreo\er, R satisfies Condition III’. Ixt 1f /;: be the algebraic 
closure of the center of R. Then R AZ F k>- F’,,, where v$ dim,R, and F,, has 
the involution (1. $\.f)^ =- TX ‘3-f induced b\- R; under this involution F., 
satisfies C’ondition III’. 1Ve will show that 7~ 3: 4. 
C ‘onsidcr the two kinds of inl-olution on F,,, [ 161. If ’ is of transpose t!-pc, since 
F is algrbr-aicalb losed, we ma\- assume that x is merelv the transpose. I‘ndcr 
this in\-cjlution e,, isa symmetric idempotent of rank one. Txt a e,? fz, 
since Cl’ f‘,? e.,, , a a’. Then we have 
Since (C,, CJ .-(fh - e+,), then 
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if AZ in Condition III’ is ewn. Thus AJ(e,r 1 e,,) EZ and it is a nonzero element 
of rank 2. It follows that WI ::X 2. If AI is odd, III = 3N + 1 and 
Since 7 (p”i j er,) is a nonzero element of rank 2, it follows that vi -:,’ 2,and 
we are done. 
If * is of symplectic type, MI is even and i: is +vxr h!, (.A,,)“ (,lj+j) where 
.J,i are 2 2 matrices over F with involution given b! 
where I is the identity on 2 / 2 matrices. n and 6 are symmetric elements and 
we have: 
Moreover. 
As before, if 111 is even, -(1,, ~.- I,,) (I,, ..& I,,)” E % and ~(1,~ I,,j 
is a nonzero element of rank 4. Thus T?Z J 4. If ,18 is odd, AI 2N -~.~ 1 and 
Since ;-(I,, :-I_ rZ) is a nonzero eelment of rank 4, it follows that wz <: 4 and the 
theorem is proved. 
\\;e shall produce a 1 o-dimensional central division algchra with inlolution 
satisfying Condition I II. 
In fact, let R, and R, he four-dimensional division algebras w-er a field F of 
char 1; 2 such that R R, RF R, is again adivision algebra (this can be done 
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for appropriate F, for instance, see [3]). Define the usual qmplectic involution 
on R, (that in which all the symmetric elements are central). If 
define an involution R, of transpose type as follotvs: 
These involutions define an involution of the first kind on R and S z--1 S(R) is a 
six-dimensional special simple Jordan algebra. 
If L? is the algebraic closure of F, then R &jr .Q -e Q, is endowed with the 
involution (r‘2 w)* :- Y* (I) w which is symplectic. Rloreover, toshow that 
for all s, ,..., slES, n > 2, x E R, 
[Sl t $2 ,.S’, s,]‘x -x[s, ) s2 )..., s, ]2 := 0,
it is enough to show that inQn, [sr ,..., s,$ is central for all sr ,..., s,~ E S = S(L),). 
n >.- 2. 
We remark that if F is a field of characteristic p, and n EJZ, where p 7 11, then 
there exist bSF,, 01 EF such that a == b -+ al and b has trace zero. In fact, 
a = a -~ ((tr a)/n)I + ((tr a)/n)land b _- a - (tr a/?~)1 has trace zero. Therefore, 
if s, , s, E Q, n S, since char .Q + 3, we have 
S, -- t, -+ ~~1, s2 = 1, -t- a$, where t, , r, E ~7, tr(tl) =~tr(tl) = 0, and 01~ ,+ E $2. 
Moreover, t,? = &I, tz2 = /$I for some PI , p2 E Q and by linearity, 
(t,t, + t,t,) =: yr for y EQ. 
Because of the above remark, to show that (Q.Q - sa.Q E 01, it is enough to 
show that (t,t, - t,t# EQI. 
Y I ow 
(tg, - t,t,)” =- tlt,t,t2 + t1t2t1 - ,t,“t, - t,t,“t, 
= t,(t,t,t,) + (t,t,t,)t, - 2 2t,2; 
since t,t,t, E S and tr(t,t,t,) = r(tz2t,) = 4patr(tr) = 0, by the above remark, we 
have that t,(t,t,t,) + (t,t,t,)t, is a scalar matrix. So, (t,t, - t2t1)2 is a scalar 
matris. 
We have shown that for all s, , sq E S, (s1s2 - s&2 E QI. Xext we prove that 
for all sE S, K E K, (sk - Ks)~ EQI and this will complete the proof since then 
[sl ,..., s,12 sQI all si E S. 
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For s t S, k t K, s/t ~- ks is a symmetric element. .\Ioreovcr, t (sk ~~ ks) 0. 
‘l’hus ( /z ks)’ is a scalar matrix. 
it is natural to ask if the conclusion f‘I’heorem 2 still holds if we substitute 
C’ondition III with the following. 
C:osuITIos \.. [k, )k, ,...) k,,] ‘Ig(il,...~i~~~ t Z for allk, ,..., k,, G K whcrr )I . 1 
1s a fixed integer and 10 m(k, ,..., k,,) - I is an integer dcpendinq on 
k, , k, I..., k,, 
\Ve show that in cast char K : 2, the conclusion isquite \Aid. In fact 1)~ 
have: 
THEOREM 3. If R is a &&ion ring satisfying Condition LT, then 
(1) if char R :: 2, dim,R < 16, 
(2) if char R i- 2, dim,R :< 4. 
Proof. If r: is of the second kind Conditions 1-and III are equivalent and the 
conclusion follows from Lemma 9. 
Consider the case char R =-= 2. Then S K and ‘i’heorem 2 gives the desired 
conclusion. 
We may now suppose char R :,k 2 and ” is of the first kind. Let k, ,..., k,, 
be skew elements such that a == [k, ..., k,] $2. By the skew analog of Lemma 1, 
we may assume that such ki exist. C,(a) is a subdivision ring stable under * and 
since ais algebraic over Z, C,(a) has center Z(a). Moreover, since a z-m -ax E Z(a), 
C,(a) has an involution of the second kind, and so C,(a) satisfies Condition III. 
By Lemma 9, dim,(,,JC,(a, < 4. Hence dim,R < c~. 
By the remark made before Lemma 9, we may assume that he exponent in 
Condition Y is bounded and as in the proof of Theorem 2, it is enough to show 
that if F,. satisfies Condition IT, where F is an algebraically closed field, then 
r :l 2. We consider the two kinds of involution on F,. 
If ‘li isof symplectic type, n .=: e12 and b = e21 arc skew elements and [a, 61 
p11 ~~- e.,?  [a, b, 01 --: 2e,, implies that if n is even 
[a, 6, a, h ,..., a, b] 2i”-2)‘3(e,1 --- e.,.)) - 
fl factor.s 
If II is odd, then if [n, b] c z K, 
[c, a, 0 ,..., a, b] = 2)L--l:2(e11 ~- &.
1, factors 
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In any case, 2 rank(2”lii-1~21(e,, + e.J) :- rank[n, h n, b,..., a, b]” := r. Thus 
I ./; _. 7
If + is the transpose, a = ei2 - e,t and b == eIR - et31 are skew elements and 
c -- [n, h] e:,2 - e.,,  [a, 6, a] = e,:, - e,, =-: 6. Thus 
if t1 is even 
if H is odd. 
;\nd we have: 2 :-= rank[a, b, a, a ,..., u]” z Y. Thus r < 2. 
6. PRIMITIVE RINGS 
In this ection we will extend the results ofSection 3 to primitive rings with 
involution. 
For such purpose, we will make use of the following two results, the first is
well known and the second may be proved by using the technique given in 
[I 3, Theorem 3.81. 
‘I’I-IEORE.11 I-\. Tf R is a primitive riny such that for all x1 ,.. ., .v,, E R, [x1 ,..., x,,] 
t’s tlilpotent, thrnR is a jield. 
‘I’HEORFRI H. If R is a primitive ring such that for all x1 ,.., , A+,! E R, there 
rvists an integer m := m(x, ,..., x ,) 2 1 with 
the/l R is a simple algebra ofdimension atmost 4 owr its center. 
/‘roof. If R is a division ring, since [.v r ,..., x,J is not an identity onp :< p 
matrices in characteristicp, by [13, Theorem 3.21, dim,R == m2 and [xi ,..., s,,] 
is an identity on(m -- I) x ( m - 1) matrices. Thus m - 1 :m 1, and m == 2. 
If R is a primitive ring, consider first the case when R is finite dimensional over 
its center. By the argument given before, and by [13, Lemma 3.11, we may find 
a bound to the exponent m(s r ,..., s,,). Let JZ be such a bound. Ry a standard 
argument, [.x1 ,..., .xJ” is a central polynomial in m :b: m matrices, where 
VP dim,R. ‘This implies that m < 2. - 
Therefore, ifR is any primitive ring, it is enough to show that R is finite 
dimensional over its center. Inany case, R is a dense ring of linear t ansformations 
in a rector space V over a division ring D. D satisfies thehypothesis ofthe 
theorem and, so, by the first part of the proof, dim,D < 4. If by contradiction, 
dim,I = co, then for any integer r, there exists a subring S(r) of R which 
maps homomorphically onto D,. . D, satisfies thehypothesis ofthe theorem, so, 
by the first part of the proof, r < 2, a contradiction. 
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We recall that T == {x $ x* 1 x E R) is the set of traces of R. We start with the 
following. 
LEMMA 10. If R is aprimitive ring with involution such that, for all f, ,..., t, E7’$ 
[t1 ,...) f,,] .--= 0,
then R is at most four-dimensional verits center Z. 
Proof. By [2], R satisfies a polynomial identity and, so, by [g], R is a finite- 
dimensional central simple algebra. From the Wedderburn theorem we get that 
R z A ,,, , where A is a finite-dimensional ce tral division algebra. IfR has a 
primitive idempotent e = e * 1 e2 such that eR is a minimal right ideal, then 
A == eRe and A* = e*Re* = eRe, so A is invariant under *. If e* + e for every 
primitive idempotent e in R, then A is a field [14, Theorem I .2.2 and its corollary]. 
In any case, we may assume that A is invariant under *. Hence A satisfies the
hypotheses of the lemma. 
Assume first that * is of the second kind. If char R + 2, every s E S may be 
written as (s/2) L (s/2) E T. Hence S T. 
If char R := 2, since R 2 S ~+ 0tS for some 0: EZ, 01 :i= a*, then T : 
(x + s* ) s E R} = {(a + oc*)s 1 t S) - (a -I- a*)S. In any case, S satisfies the
polynomial identity [sr ,..., s,,]. Since A is invariant under *, it satisfies thesame 
symmetric polynomial identity. B  Lemma I, A is a field. Thus R N Z,,, . 
If * is of the first kind, we may split the algebra R by tensoring with a maximal 
subfield F of A stable under *. Then the condition [tl , , t,,] : 0 is still satisfied 
by R @?I F z F, and dim,R == dim,F, :: 9. 
Therefore in both cases it is enough to show that ifI+‘,. satisfies [tr,..., f J :- 0, 
all ti E T, for some field F, then Y < 2. 
If * is symplectic, let cy be in F and let I,, = ei3 + ez3 ,1,r = es1 -t- caq ,
where e,? are the standard matrix units. Then 
and 
a = a(ell + e,,) = CYI,, 
are traces in F,. Moreover, we have 
Lb, a, a,..., a] =-cP’(Iz & I,,) f 0, 
v__ 
m factors 
for all m > 0. Thus Y < 2. 
If * is of transpose type, let C = diag{c, ,..., c,} be such that * is given by 
t 
x* = cxc-1 , where if X = (Q), X = (~2). Under this involution, e& =: 
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cZclleZl and e& =. cac;‘e,, . Hence (I =: era + cac;reB1 and b : ez3 + cacp’e,, are 
traces. \Ve have 
In general, for all m 2 0 we obtain 
c := [b, a, a ,...) a] = 
if ?H is ewn, 0 # a, p E F 
m factors 
if 111 is odd 0 # y, 6 GE’. 
Thus c is nonzero and r < 2. 
We remark that Lemma 10 has a much easier proof; the one we gave here will 
be very useful in the following. 
THEOREM 4. If R is a primitive ring with involution such that, for all 
t, ,..., t , E T, [t 1,..., tJis nilpotent, then R is asimple algebm of dimension atmost 4
over its center. 
Proof. If R has no symmetric nilpotent elements, then by [ 14, Theorem 2.2. I], 
either H is an order on 2 >: 2 matrices over a field F or, for all xE R, xx* I- 0 
implies s = 0. In the first case, R as a subring of F2 must satisfy the polynomial 
identities of 2 >; 2 matrices. By Kaplansky’s theorem [8], R must be a simple 
algebra of dimension at most 4 over its center. Otherwise, xv* = 0 implies 
f 0. For all f, ,..., t , E T, [tl ,..., t i]‘f” =: 0 for some m :;.. I Since [tr ,..., t,,] 
is either symmetric or skew, it follows that [tl ,..., t ,] =0. But then Lemma 10 
applies and R is a simple algebra of dimension at most 4 over its center. 
Therefore, we may assume that here xists s E S, .s ,G 0, and sa = 0. For all 
5 1 ,..., x,, ER, sxl + xl*s ,..., ss,, + s,, *s are traces. Hence there exists m 3 1 
such that [ssr + xr*s ,..., w,, -t .T,,*s]“‘s =- 0.We claim that [xxi ,..., SS,]~‘“S = 0. 
In fact, 
[ SSI f xl*s )...) sxn -f .Y,, “s] =- (sql -f- q2s + sq:PY)?‘ls := 0, 
where q1 =-= q,(s, x1, x1* ,..., .T, x2‘,, *)q2 = q2(s, x1,..., s,, *), q3 :z q3(s, x1,..., xn *) 
are polynomials with integer coefficients. But (sql -t qes -1 sq,s)“‘s = 0 implies 
(sqJn*s :=0, and since the only nonzero monomials in [sxr 1 x1*$,..., sx,, + s,*.Y] 
in which s appears as first variable are exactly those appearing in [q ,..., SX~], 
the conclusion follows. 
Thus [sxr ,..., sx,ln+r = 0 and so, in the right ideal SR all nth commutators are 
nilpotent. If ](sR) is the Jacobson radical ofsR, a = sR/J(sR) is still a primitive 
ring satisfying thehypotheses of Theorem A. Hence z is commutative. This 
says that for all x, y E R, 
sxsy - sysx E J(sR) = {sx E R / SXSR = 0} (see [15, p. 341). 
Therefore, (sxsy ~~ s-yss)sR 0 and since K is primitive, sssys -~~ S~SSS 0. 
So R satisfies a generalized polynomial identity (GPI). By [14, Corollary to 
Theorem 25.11, either R satisfies a polynomial identity (PI) or for all m 0, R 
contains a x-subring R(“‘) which is a prime PI ring of PI-degree at least ~1. 
In the first case, by Kaplansk?;‘s theorem, R ?Y A, for some division ring 
finite dimensional over its center. Moreover, since R satisfies theGPI .~.v.sys = 
sysxs, by [14, Corollary to I’heorem 1.3. I], LI is a field. ‘l’hus R _z Z,. B) 
examining the two kinds of involution on Z,. ,as in the proof of Lemma 10, we 
get that Y< 2. This is the desired conclusion. 
FYe may, therefore, assume that for all ~1 : I 0, R contains a ‘-subring R(“” 
which is prime PI of PI-degree ; M. Clearly, itis enough to show that NL is 
bounded. 
If R(?)*) has no symmetric nilpotent elements, asat the beginning of the proof, 
either R(‘l’) isan order on Fz or [tr ,.,,, ts] : 0. In both cases PI-degree 
R(‘“) :< 2. Thus we mav assume that there exists E S n R(‘!‘), s -,/ 0 and 
s2 0. Using this , as in the first part of the proof, we get that R and so R(JI’) 
satisfies theGPI sxsys sysss. IfQ”“) is the ring of fractions of R’liC’, since RI”) 
is a prime PI ring, Q(“” is realized asR(“‘) ’ .; z,,,,, F  where F is the field of fractions 
()f Z(lll) Z(R’““). Thus ,(‘,j satisfies theGPI sssys sysss and hv [ 141, 
0’ ‘(/ 1 5 z P,. Rloreover 0”“’ has the involution induced bv the one in R’“I). _So\v, if
‘, tp’, q = z--lx for some x E Z, .V c: R”‘,‘. 1Ve have 
(, (z~.~)-‘~4.,y and (z’z) ’ -,lc/. Fn s 
Thus, q z ,.‘-v for 1’ :*.V i Rc”‘). Hcncc ~1 - (I’ E<Y’f” ma!- lx n-ritten ds
- -5 for some s i S. : r-: Z ‘! Y? 
‘This implies that CYi”j satisfies thesame condition asK”8C1, i.e., all rzth com- 
mutators of traces arc nilpotent. Since O(“‘) my fi’, , 1)~ looking at I’ ‘. r matrices 
over F, as in the proof of I,cmma 10, we get that r < 2. ‘I’hus 
The next two iemmas giw the final result incase R has J symmetric idcmpotent 
e LO,l. 
1,mnI.i 11. Let R he a primitive rirg with incolution such that .for all 
S 1 ,..., s, E s, [~1,.-,~,,1 ‘J’(‘l.....nd fs Z, where n> 1 is fkedandm =.- m(sl ,..., s,,) ;- I 
depends on sr ,..., s, . If R has a symmetric dempotent e -;i- 0,I, then R is a simple 
algebra jinite dimensional over its center. 
Proof. For all sr ,..., s, t S, we have [esie ,..., es,,e]“’ E Z. hloreover, 
[es,e,..., es,,eln’ =--= eue for some u t R. Since the nonzero elements of Z are not 
zero divisors inR, but e is a zero divisor inR, we must have [esie, .., es,,e]“L := 0. 
Thus eRe satisfies thehypotheses of Theorem 4. Consequently, dimzeRe 5; 4. 
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B!. the same argument applied to (1 -- e) R(1 - e), we obtain that 
dim,(l - e) R(1 - e) < 4. 
Since R is primitive, it is a dense ring of linear transformations on a vector 
space I - over a division ring D. There exists vE Y such that z’e -+ 0 Thus 
veRe is of dimension at most 4 over Z. Since k- is an irreducible R-module, 
TseRe = I -P; thus I ‘e is of dimension at most 4 over Z. 
.Ipplying the same argument o (1 - e) R(I -- e), we get that I,‘(1 --e) is of 
dimension at most 4 over Z Rut then I* =- C’e @ P’(1 - e) is finite dimensional 
over Z, and the conclusion fthe lemma follows. 
1,F.h1~3A 12 Let R be a jinite-dimensiorcal central simple algebra with %. If for 
rrll S])...) s,, 5 .s, 
[sl )..., S ]~~~h . . . .4,) E z, 
then R is at most 16-dimensional verits cellter. 
Proof. rls in the proof of Lemma 10, R g d,. , d a finite-dimensional 
central division algebra nd d = d *. 3Ioreover, asin the discussion before 
Lemma 9, we may assume, using [13, Lemma 3.11 that he exponent nz(sr ,..., s,,) 
is bounded. \Ve study the two kinds of involution on d,. 
If X is svnplectic, d is a field and as in the proof of Theorem 2, dim,R .< 16. 
t 
If * is of transpose type, *is given by -I’ -+ ClirC-r, where C : diag{c, ,..., c,;, 
0 +-- c, c X are elements of d and if S 
Llnder thi 
: (xij), x : ($). 
s in\.olution, e,, and b == cle,, + c2e2r are symmetric elements. 
IIorcol cr, 121 [h, err ,e,, ..., err] =z c2e2r fI c,e,? . Thus, for all JZ > 1 
2 m= rank(c,e,, + cler,.JM -~ rank dhf = rank tl F- Y. 
Therefore. R -2 A,. and r < 2. 
‘To complete the proof of the lemma we have to show that dim,il ,< 4. But 
since /I 3 I, il satisfies thehypothesis ofthe lemma. Moreover, if * is of the 
second kind, by Lemma 9, dim,d < 4 and we are done. If * is of the first kind, 
Iet I: bc a maximal subfield ofd stable under *. Then R @jz F s F7:,t , where 
f’ dim,J, and dim,F,, = dim,R. As before, we find that rt .< 4. Thus 
dim,R J’ 16. 
'I'HEOREN 5. Let R be a primitive ring with * such that for all s1 ,..., s,, E .V, 
there xists aninteger m = m(sl ,..., s,,) > 1 with 
Then R is a simple algebra of dimensio?z at most 16 over its center. 
PYOO~. By Lemma 12, it is enough to show that R is a simple algebra finite 
dimensional over its center. 
By Theorem 4. we may assume that not all the elements of the form [.cl ,..., sl,]. 
S, E S, are nilpotent, hence that Z+ # (0). 
Localizing R at %’ -~ (01, we get a ring R’ : R, ,-to) . If -11 is a faithful 
irreducible R-module, then 111, -to, j isa faithful irreducible R’-module and, so. 
R’ is primitive. Moreover, the nonzero elements in the center of R’ are invertible, 
and R’ satisfies thehypothesis ofthe theorem. 
Assume that there xists a symmetric element sin R’ such that 5 is neither 
invertible nor nilpotent. If sis not regular, for all t, ,..., t,, E T traces, WC ha\-c 
[st,s )..., st,,s]” E Z(R’) for some tt2 ;C 1. 
Moreover, [$S,..., Q ,s]“’ :- sus for some 11 ER’, and sus E Z(R’) together with 
the fact hat the nonzero elements in Z(R’) are invertible, imply that sus = 0. 
Thus in the ring sR’s, all nth commutators of traces are nilpotent. By [17. 
Lemma I], for some ideal E : N* of sR’s, R’s/N isa primitive ring Rith involu- 
tion and iV3 =- 0. The ring sR’s;h’ satisfies thehypotheses of‘Iheortm 4. Hence 
sR’s/h’ isat most four-dimensional over its center. Then sR’s,lY has a unit 
element il which can be lifted to a nonzero symmetric idcmlx)tent e in Ms. 
Since no element in sR’s is invertible in R’, P q ;- 1. Hence Lemma 12 gives the 
desired conclusion R’ and, so, on R. 
\Ve may assume then that sis regular in R’. By Theorem 4, WC’ may assunrc’ 
that for some s 1 ,., .) .S,{ E s, h = [ss,s )..., ss,,s]“’ ;’ 0. Since bE %(R’), 6 is invertible 
in R’. ‘Thus, since h -~ su.s for some u E R’ , s is invertible, contradicting the
choice of S. 
.At this tage WC have shown that cvcry symmetric element in H’ is cithcr- 
nilpotent orinvertible. 
By a result of Hcrstein and Jlontgomery [I I, Theorem 71, R’ is one of the 
following: 
(1) a division ring; 
(4 a direct sum of a division ring and its opposite; 
(3) 2 :i 2 matrices over a field; 
(4) a commutative ring of characteristic 2 w th trivial involution. 
In case (l), R is a division ring and by Theorem 2 we are done. Case (2) is not 
possible since R’ is primitive. In case (3), R satisfies theidentities of 2 x 2 
matrices and so R is a simple algebra of dimension at most 4 over its center. If 
(4) occurs, R is a field. 
Tl’e mav go from the primitive case to the semisimple case. However, in order 
to preserve our condition we assume that 211 = R when is semisimple. 
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~‘HEOREM 6. Let R be a semisimple ring with * such that 2R R. If for all 
s1 )..., s,, E s, 
then R is ~1 subdirect product of simple algebras fmost 1 Wimensional oyer their 
centers. fience R satis$es the sta?cdard identit-v illeight variables. 
f’ro~$ Let P be a primitive ideal of R. 
If P” 2 P. since 2R = R, then R!P under the involution i duced by R 
satisfies 
H\- Theorem 5, R,‘P is a simple algebra of dimension at most 16 over its center. 
If P’ c P, then (P + P*)/P is a nonzero ideal in R/P and ifs E~P, sy ~- P == 
,.\‘ ,t“ - P. Thus (P -I P*)/P satisfies thecondition: 
for all .x1 ,,.., s , in (P -+ P”)/P. By Th eorem B, (P -( P*)/P satisfies all identities 
of 2 > 2 matrices. Since (P + P*)/P IS an ideal of R/P and R/P is primitive, 
then R;P satisfies allthe homogeneous multilinear identities of 2 4: 2 matrices. 
Clearly then, R,P is a simple algebra of dimension at most 4 over its ccntcr. 
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